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From the Editor
Managing Director
Gurdeep Agarwal, based in
Gurgaon office, is responsible
for end to end delivery of
Research & Consulting
projects and is also
responsible for B2B
conferences and exhibitions.
Gurdeep has 15+ years’
experience in executing high
level strategic consulting
projects and in conducting
exhibitions & conferences
across countries like USA,
Belgium, Singapore, Dubai
and within industries like
Education, Aviation, F&B, etc.

ELDROK
Eldrok is India’s leading B2B
conference and exhibitions
company, dedicated for

education, Architecture & IT
sectors particularly. We have
one of largest dedicated
education community
followership in India i.e.
75,100+ followers across our
leading social media

“The world as we have created it is a process of our
thinking. It cannot be changes without changing our
thinking.” – Albert Einstein
I firmly believe in this quote and it is so relevant in
present times when the education system is going
through a roller coaster.
Education is the major deciding factor of country’s
growth therefore; it is the duty of every citizen to
build a strong base in education. Over the past few
years, country has seen tremendous change in the
adaption of technology, which is a great sign of
country’s development in education sector.

Technology in particular has given beautiful wings to
the reforms in education. The booming demand of AI and rise of digitalization in education
has seen tremendous improvement in adoption and acceptance by institutions. While the
digitalization is at the verge of stabilization in most of the institutions, AI is still emerging.
Digitalization has become necessity, but AI is still an option with increased focus on life skills
and employability, institutions have seen and surge in enrolment of new subjects like
robotics and 3D printing. This is the beginning of “Change in thinking”!!!
In this edition of Education India, the cover story published is one of the interactive segment
of the education sector i.e. “How Technology has Changed Education?”. The special
coverage is: “Integration of Personalized Learning Module’
This Issue also covers the thoughts and opinions of the top educationists, who have great
expertise in the education sector as well as have explored, initiated and tried implementing
their ideas to transform the way of learning.
Another section of the Issue also covers all latest updates and technological developments
from different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key
developments in India and globally.

platforms. We also deliver

I wish you a happy and interesting reading!!

customised solutions, using

Follow us on:

high end data analytics to help
our clients transforming their
business into newer horizons.

Mr. Gurdeep Aggarwal
Director- Eldrok India

Visit us at: www.eldrok.com
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Education Briefs – National
Ronnie Screwvala's EdTech Company upGrad Raises $210M from ETS Global and Others.
Indian edtech unicorn upGrad has gotten
US$210 million from financial backers like ETS
Global, Temasek, and the International
Finance
Corporation.
The
startup's
establishing group likewise put US$12.5
million in the round to keep up with their over
half portion of the organization. Established
in 2015 by Ronnie Screwvala, Mayank Kumar,
Phalgun Kompalli, and Ravijot Chugh, upGrad
expects to turn into a stage for deep rooted
discovering that takes care of individuals of

various age gatherings - from school students
to working experts. The organization said it
has a course consummation pace of 80%,
while 40% of its income comes from returning
understudies and reference programs. The
startup joined the unicorn club in August last
year subsequent to raising a US$185 million
subsidizing round. The most recent round
follows a report recently that upGrad was
looking at a new raise support that would
push its valuation to as high as US$3 billion.

$10 million raised for student-led start-ups through Campus Fund
Student start-ups will receive an additional
$10 million (around 75 crore) from the
Campus Fund. When the Campus Fund was
founded in July 2020, it had a total of 7 crores.
Student investors in student-led startups are
an important part of the programme.
According to Richa Bajpai, the founder of
Campus Fund, more than 60 students from
throughout the country scouted and assessed
more than 1,600 student-led start-ups in the
past two years. We've now added ten
student-led start-ups with strong foundations
and the potential to make a significant effect

on the future of India's $5 trillion economy to
our portfolio "For further information, please
see the following link: Campus Fund has the
assistance of large institutions, family offices,
GPs of notable funds, industry veterans, and
entrepreneurs like Delhivery and redBus, as
well as taxi service providers like TaxiForSure
and Sheroes & Udhyam. Waterfield Advisors'
founder and CEO, Soumya Rajan, said: "The
need for finance for young entrepreneurs in
India is urgent because of the high level of
inventiveness in Indian academic institutions.
It's in Campus Fund's best interest to fill it.

A $50 million raise has been made by Gurusiksha:
Ed-tech stage Gurusiksha has reported
securing of their most memorable
speculation round of Rs 50 lakhs in a preseries round from angel investors. The
organization designs one more series A
financing round later in the year with the
mean to cover Tier II urban communities with
their certified, vertex coaches and crossover
learning techniques. As indicated by
Gurusiksha, the firm will involve the assets for
business development, extra course
contributions and reinforcing different
drives. Gurusiksha is a web based coaching

and tutoring stage where understudies are
given direction from educators in
unambiguous subjects. Gurusiksha means to
zero in on making an organization of teachers
in India. At present, the organization
professes to select understudies in different
courses relying upon class, sheets and
educational plan alongside test papers, tasks,
concentrate on materials and different other
learning the executive’s framework (LMS)
exercises. The ed-tech stage plans to
overcome any issues among coaches and
understudies.

Nextrans, GGV Capital, and Do Ventures invest $2.4M in Azota:
Azota, an EdTech stage that permits
educators to make and grade online tests
productively, has brought $2.4M up in a PreSeries A round drove by GGV Capital.
Different sponsor incorporates Nextrans and
existing financial backer Do Ventures. Azota is
made with an easy to use isnterface that is
extremely easy to involve in any event, for
educators with little innovation experience.
Its computerized evaluating device, which is
constructed in light of Vietnamese showing
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materials, has a close to 100% exactness rate.
Azota is the main neighborhood EdTech item
embraced by the Ministry of Education and
Training for the 2021 National web based
showing preparing program. Having won a
few State tech rivalries, remembering the
Gold Prize of Make for Vietnam Digital
Product Awards 2021, the organization has
effectively added to the computerized
change in training.
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Education Briefs - National
Funding Round Raises $1M for Designer's Class; Aims to Enhance Online Course Portfolio.
India's most memorable computerized
training stage zeroing in on changed plan
verticals, The Designer's Class has raised $1
million (about INR 7.9 Crore) in its Series A
subsidizing round from a bunch of private
backers. The round was driven by Shivtej
Investment Advisory Ltd, addressed by Pratik
Bafna and Anupam Lunavat. Established by
Samarth Bajaj, Adheesh Nahar and Vishal
Bajaj, The Designer's Class offers courses
which are planned with excellent worldwide
substance
organized
by
scholarly
masterminds empowering independent

learning, combined with drawing in exercise
manuals, demos and tests. It expects to make
the schooling open cutting across
socioeconomics and thus the entirety of its
courses are accessible in 7 unique dialects.
The teaching method of its master organized
courses guarantees that the student infers
the best and broad savoir-faire, with a
worldwide methodology, to plan creation.
The Designer's Class' main goal is to
democratize plan instruction, making it
available, reasonable and engageable to
everybody.

Stockholm-based Growloop raises €1M in seed round:
Growloop, a Stockholm-based tutoring skill
startup has brought €1 million up in a seed
round. With the pristine supporting, the
corporate designs to help the EdTech
instrument scale and produce its inventive
and insightful of democratized gifted
development to additional people and
associations all through the mainland.
Situated in 2021, Growloop created out of
V3VO, a computerized concentrating on
stage with the inventive and farsighted to
help every human have a reasonable and

satisfied work life. It's an effect driven
attempt fundamentally founded with the
understanding that with the goal to influence
the world for the higher, we all need to
release the capacity of the central inside.
business people and purchasers with
aspiration and readiness to democratize the
executive’s development. Growloop is
determined to prevail in 1 billion people who
need to upgrade their administration
capacities and open their true capacity.

CBSE, CISCE liable to pronounce board test results by July 15:
CBSE and CISCE are probably going to
pronounce consequences of classes 10 and
12 board assessments by July 15, sources
said on Wednesday. The assessment cycle is
in progress and it is normal that the
outcomes will be reported by July 15, they
said. Bifurcating the scholastic meeting,
holding two term-end tests and justifying the
schedule were important for the exceptional
evaluation plot for the load up assessments
for classes 10 and 12 of every 2021-22
declared by the Central Board of Secondary

Education (CBSE) as a "once measure"
considering the COVID-19 pandemic. The
Council for the Indian School Certificate
Examinations (CISCE) had followed the suit.
Class 10 CBSE tests finished up on May 24,
while class 12 tests finished on June 15. Class
10 CISCE tests closed on May 20 and that of
class 12 on June 13. Larger part of state
sheets has declared their outcomes. The
timetable of class 10 and 12 load up tests for
CBSE and CISCE was postponed from its
typical timetable considering the pandemic.

In all districts of Jaipur, Mission Buniyad will promote digital education.
The 'Mission Buniyaad' program in light of
computerized training will be carried out by
the Rajasthan government in every one of the
areas of the state. Boss Secretary Usha
Sharma has given this data. Usha Sharma
informed that the state government will
execute the 'Mission Buniyaad' program in
light of advanced training in every one of the
areas of the state. In such manner, he has
coordinated the Children's Investment Fund
Foundation (CEEF) to chip away at the
reexamined proposition. Usha Sharma, while
checking on the projects show to the
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Foundation in a gathering held in her room at
the Secretariat here on Monday, examined
with the higher authorities of different
divisions the proposition connected with the
exercises, accomplishments, and extension of
the projects and furthermore gave vital rules.
Adulating the 'Mission Buniyaad' program
presently being run in 6 locales of the
express, the Chief Secretary has coordinated
to carry out in every one of the areas. He has
guided the delegates of the Foundation.
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Education Briefs - National
GoGuardian acquires TutorMe and expands online tutoring to every student across the country.
GoGuardian, the main training innovation
organization establishing more viable and
more secure learning conditions, today
reported the finish of its procurement of
TutorMe,
an
internet
mentoring
arrangement setting out access and freedom
for all understudies. With the expansion of
TutorMe to GoGuardian's group of training
arrangements, almost 25 million public K-12
understudies — one out of two — presently
benefit from GoGuardian innovation as a
feature of their learning process. In the midst

of a new stamped interest for mentoring
administrations in K-12 schooling, TutorMe
has developed its client base and group
three-overlay in the beyond two years. Joined
with GoGuardian's answers for homeroom
the board, commitment, and understudy
wellbeing,
TutorMe
stretches
out
GoGuardian's main goal to speed up certain
learning results for all understudies. TutorMe
offers individualized types of assistance, all
day, every day, to more than 1.5 million
understudies in north of 300 subjects.

Delhi Government Launches Coding Curriculum for School Children:
Delhi Govt has collaborated with edtech
startup to acquire coding abilities to schools
the public capital as a feature of the public
authority's Schools of Specialized Excellence
(SoSE). According to the updates, the public
authority of Delhi has related with EdTech
startup Camp K12 to carry coding and other
progressed abilities to schools as a piece of its
Schools of Specialized Excellence (SoSE)
drive. The Gurgaon-based EdTech is building
a coding educational program and giving

asset faculty who will carry out the courses in
schools. The SoSE schools are decision based
schools for grades 9 to 12 that permit
understudies to have some expertise in their
picked fields of review. The understudies will
likewise have the chance for experiential
learning through projects, field visits,
temporary jobs, and so on in their field of
interest. The drive intends to give schooling
zeroed in on top of the line abilities and
business improvement

Propelld, a Bengaluru-based education finance startup, has raised $35 million in a Series B funding round:
Propelld, founded in 2017 by the IIT Madras
trio of Bibhu Prasad Das, Victor Senapaty, and
Brijesh Samantaray, assists students seeking
vocational training in sectors ranging from
machine learning to hospitality management
by providing financial assistance. The
company assesses its customers’ future
employment chances and creditworthiness
using a proprietary employability-base
underwriting algorithm. It helps people who
don’t have access to traditional bank credit.
Propelld, a financial technology company that
facilitates student education loans, has raised

$35 million in a Series B funding round
headed by WestBridge Capital, with existing
investors Stellaris Venture Partners and India
Quotient also participating. The Bengalurubased firm wants to use the newest round of
funding to rapidly expand its loan book in a
category with low credit penetration and to
introduce new products for various verticals
within education. Propelld, which currently
employs roughly 150 people, intends to hire
another 100-150 people in the next year in
areas like as technology, business
development, and collections.

BSE rationalizes classes 9, 12 by up to 30 per cent to make up for academic losses:
The public authority on Tuesday reported
justification of prospectuses for CBSE classes
9 to 12 up to 30 percent for the 2020-2021
meeting to compensate for scholastic
misfortune because of COVID-19 pandemic
which constrained conclusion of schools.
Serve for HRD Ramesh Pokhriyal expressed
taking a gander at the phenomenal
circumstance winning in the nation and the
world, CBSE was prior encouraged to amend
the educational program and diminish course
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load for the understudies of classes 9 to 12.
The heads of schools and educators have
been exhorted by the Board to guarantee
that the themes that have been decreased
are additionally cleared up for the
understudies to the degree expected to
interface various subjects. In any case, the
decreased schedule won't be essential for the
themes for interior evaluation and year-end
Board assessment.
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Article by Sahil Kapoor– Chief Business Officer, Matific India
Experiential Learning–Global Best Practices and Their Implementation in India
Tell me I'll forget. Show me I’ll remember and Involve me ’ll understand ~ Confucius,
450 BC
Learning through experience is not a new concept. The debate of the importance of
experience in education dates back to the early philosophical age, between—
Rationalists and Empiricists. The modern foundation for "learning by experience'' or
"learning by doing" has been laid by notable educational psychologists such John
Dewey, Carl Rogers, and David Kolb. Dewey emphasised problem solving and critical
thinking over memory and mechanical learning. When compared to cognitive
learning, which Rogers deemed "meaningless," experiential learning was deemed
"important." As we are moving away from the traditional chalk and board method,
the question we need to answer is: Are experiential learning pedagogies still
relevant?
Mr. Sahil KapoorWhen education is described as experiential, it indicates that it is designed in such a
Chief Business Officer, Matific India
manner that the learner can analyse the concept being studied and establish a direct
connection with the subject matter rather than just reading about it or coming into contact with it in some alternative way.
Presently it is necessary to provide learners with directions to stimulate experiential learning. In this approach, India is in the lead.
The National Education Policy (NEP) stresses the importance of teacher training in developing a pool of educators who will sculpt
the future generation. It is necessary for developing a comprehensive and skill-based education for the 21st century and beyond.
A startling proportion of children struggle with arithmetic, and this calls for reforms in the area.
A far percentage of pupils inquire whether they will ever be required to apply what they are learning. Unquestionably, one of the
most useful life skills is arithmetic. We observe students struggling with anxiety as a result of its reputation as a challenging topic.
The goal of education is to foster a love of learning. Matific encourages students to say “I want to learn maths.”
The strategy is to make the problem appear smaller in front of the solution while not denying the presence of the problem. This
explains why experience learning is so important in maths. At Matific we employ the three ingredients of experiential learning—
Explore, Experience and Enjoy.
Matific ensures that maths experiential learning activities help students overcome their arithmetic phobia, see the significance of
what they are studying in the real world, and enjoy maths. To deal with the anxiety, Matific uses gamification as a tool. It's AI
engine understands each student's learning pace and personalises their learning experience.
In order to keep up with the vision, Matific is introducing the exclusive Math League to India. It is an opportunity for Indian K–6
kids to work with mathematical problems in a rewarding and enjoyable manner. With the sole purpose of establishing solid basic
abilities in primary school education and inspiring the students to learn the topic through game-based learning, we announced
this event. Experiential learning has today become a key method in all new pedagogical practices. In light of the profound changes
brought on by the technological revolution, this demands highest importance in relation to the needs of both the present and the
future.

Matific is an online mathematics learning resource founded on strong pedagogy that builds
problem-solving skills and conceptual understanding in early mathematics education.
 Digital K-6 Maths Resource.
 120+ Countries
 40+ Languages
 2000+ Game Based Activities
Education India || September 2022
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Education Briefs - National
The online test preparation platform Toprankers has raised $4 million in funding from Sixth Sense
Ventures:
Online test prep stage Toprankers has
brought $4 million up in another financing
round drove by Sixth Sense Ventures. The
organization will involve the cash to present
new classifications in the test prep fragment,
for example, concentrate on abroad projects,
mentoring courses, profession guiding
projects, and monetary and business test
readiness. The startup is additionally hoping
to recruit around 160 educating and nonshowing staff throughout the following a
year. Established in 2016 by Gaurav Goel,
Karan Mehta and Harsh Gagrani, Toprankers

offers courses in the test arrangement
section zeroed in on regulation, legal
administrations and state assessments,
readiness assessments for the board tests, for
example, Central Universities Common
Entrance Test (CUET) and configuration,
design, and entry tests for engineering, for
example, the National Aptitude Test in
Architecture
(NATA).
Toprankers
is
additionally searching for acquisitions in the
concentrate abroad and profession directing
sections.

Perceived Design has released India's first experiential learning app for students in grades 11-12
METAcademy (BETA), India's first experiential
learning app for grades 11, 12, and NEET UG,
has been released by Perceived Design, a
Bengaluru based online platform for
organisations to design, share, and track
training modules. Perceived, founded by
Uttam Kumar Pandey, leverages its patented
XR technology to boost students' learning
through a 3D Interactive Interface as well as
AR and VR experiences. METAcademy is a
platform that aims to promote active learning
rather than the passive way of learning found

in most other apps. The learning software,
which is powered by Perceiv, gives Live
Classes and Study Materials additional
dimensions. METAcademy LIVE Classes are
taught by the greatest teachers in the field
and allow students to refer, explore, and
learn at the same time. Experiential Learning
speeds up learning, creates a safe learning
environment, bridges the gap between
theory and practise, results in provable
attitude shifts, enhances engagement, and
allows for tailored learning.

Understudy driven Mentorship Platform Exprto Raises INR 5 Cr in Seed Round:
India's biggest experience-sharing and
mentorship network for understudies, Exprto
has brought INR 5 Crore up in its seed round
drove by GSF and Angel List USA. The round
additionally saw cooperation from Agility
Ventures, LetsVenture, and Supermorpheus.
Established in 2021 by Rajan Chaudhary and
Varun Richharia, Exprto offers mentorship
benefits that fluctuate in length between 1 to
a year. As of now, the stage gives 1-on-1 as
well as partner based bunch mentorship
meetings. The organization's vision is to make
significant direction and mentorship open to

each understudy on the planet. Exprto assists
the youthful competitors with associating
with
an
IIT
JEE/NEET
ranker
straightforwardly on coordinated call with
whom they can relate as far as foundation
and difficulties they are looking during their
test arrangement. Numerous understudies
face difficulties in tracking down the right
books and study material, keeping up with
the harmony between board tests and
serious test, realizing the right paper
endeavor technique.

OMOTEC, a STEAM-focused startup, has raised $130,000 in pre-Series A funding from ah! Ventures:
OMOTEC, founded in 2016 by Reetu and
Shekhar Jain, offers a wide range of
stimulating, educational STEAM & Robotics
programmes
integrating
mechanical,
electronics,
programming,
design
&
construction, research & innovation, and
product design & development for young
minds ranging from Pre-primary to 12th
grade, as well as graduate students and
engineering college students. OMOTEC,
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founded in 2016 by Reetu and Shekhar Jain,
offers a wide range of stimulating,
educational STEAM & Robotics programmes
integrating
mechanical,
electronics,
programming, design & construction,
research & innovation, and product design &
development for young minds ranging from
Pre-primary to 12th grade, as well as
graduate students and engineering college
students. Over the course of its 5-year growth
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Education Briefs - National
Edtech startup Bhanzu raises $2 million in seed funding:
Bhanzu, a math based out of Hyderabad, has
acquired $2 million (about Rs 15 crore) in
initial investment from Lightspeed Venture
Partners and a number of angel investors.
The firm was founded by Neelakantha Bhanu,
who holds four world records for being the
fastest human calculator. Bhanu is
cooperating with schools, educators, and
lawmakers to promote cognitive capacity
development education programmes in
order to eliminate worldwide math phobia.
Bhanzu was founded with the goal of

revolutionising learning by making math
entertaining and enabling pupils. Thousands
of pupils have already benefited from
Bhanzu’s services. On a worldwide basis, we
are on our way to achieving the same goal
“Bhanu said. Students may easily master
STEM subjects by creating basics. He said that
math is also being used to teach them to
technology, art, science, music, coding, and
artificial intelligence. Bhanzu plans to utilise
the new funds to expand its live lessons
across the United States, Canada.

Education's future is shaped by technology:
The Covid-19 epidemic ushered in a slew of
hitherto unthinkable innovations. One such
development that was already in the works
and was thrust to the forefront by the
pandemic is Students are better able to learn
and grasp what they are being taught when
they are instructed via an audio-visual
medium. Digitalisation and the use of
technology in education. Technology’s
importance is one component of the
twentieth century that cannot be overlooked
in any way, and the same can be said for

learning. The importance of technology in
education stems from the fact that nearly all
employers
are
now
technologically
dependent in some form. Learning through
the integration of technology into a school is
crucial because it teaches students basic
technological skills and prepares them for
future career opportunities. Applying
technology in education can give a variety of
tools to improve a student’s educational
experience, including the usage of photos,
videos, and sounds.

Inflection Point Ventures invests INR 5 crore in Homi Lab, a co-curricular learning platform:
The Delhi-based business intends to create
cutting-edge technological platforms as well
as high-quality, original content. The startup
wants to keep doing research on futuristic
capabilities, integrating stakeholders in the
development process, and enabling the
backbone that will provide top-notch
material for young learners. Srijan Pal Singh,
a prominent children's novelist and former
counsellor to India's 11th President, Dr. A.P.J.
Abdul Kalam, founded Homi Lab with the goal
of democratising knowledge without regard

to geography, time zones, or age.For the first
time, the platform brings together a fantastic
chance for young learners to learn about and
be taught in the skills that will define the
future, employing a combination of subject
matter experts, professionals, and its wellcrafted virtual laboratories. The leadership
team has been exposed to worldwide
educational methodologies and many global
laboratories in a variety of fields, bringing the
skill of creating an interactive and engaging
learning experience to the table.

The Noida-based startup PhysicsWallah raised $100 million in a Series A round, making it into the unicorn
club with a valuation of $1.1 billion:
PhysicsWallah, an EdTech stage for designing
and clinical placement tests, presented that it
has raised $100 million (round INR 777 crore)
in its Sequence A financing circular drove by
UK-based Westbridge and GSV Ventures, an
overall VC store focused on computerized
preparing. With this improvement, the
Noida-based startup has end up being India's
100 and first unicorn and the essential
EdTech member this yr to the touch the
sought after unicorn (valuation of $1.1
billion) participation, with regards to a press
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statement. The contemporary capital will
presumably be used for big business
development, marking, opening extra
disconnected concentrating on focuses, and
presenting additional course decisions. Based
by Alakh Pandey and Prateek Maheshwari,
PhysicsWallah offers sensibly valued and
complete concentrating on aptitude to
understudies of examples 6 to 12 and
individuals preparing for JEE and NEET tests.
The stage furthermore gives top to bottom
NCERT choices, design papers, NEET, JEE .
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Education Briefs - National
Edtech unicorn UpGrad gets $225 million financing at a valuation of $2.25 billion.
UpGrad, the edtech unicorn, has purportedly
gotten $225 million in another round of
gathering
pledges,
esteeming
the
organization at $2.25 billion. The round's
financial
backers
incorporate
James
Murdoch's Lupa Systems, Educational Testing
Service, Lakshmi Mittal's (ArcelorMittal SA)
family workplaces, and Sunil Bharti Mittal's
(Bharti Airtel) family workplaces. Existing
upGrad financial backers, as Temasek
Holdings Pte, additionally partook in the
subsidizing round. UpGrad's worth has
almost quadrupled since it turned into a

unicorn in 2021. As per the article, the
speculation round is supposed to develop by
one more $100 million at a second shutting
at a higher worth. Ronnie Screwvala,
Mayank Kumar, and Phalgun Kompalli laid
out UpGrad in 2015. UpGrad has gotten
assets when speculation for new businesses
is easing back. The stage means to produce
$500 million in gross income this year, which
will complete in March 2023. The edtech
unicorn's essential market is India, however
it has additionally ventured into Indonesia,
Vietnam, and the Middle East.

Private School Scheme Launched for Meritorious Students from SC Community.
The Scheme for Residential Education for
Students in High Schools in Targeted Areas
(SRESHTA) has been planned by the Social
Justice and Empowerment Ministry.
Association Minister for Social Justice and
Empowerment Virendra Kumar will on Friday
send-off private school plot for planned
standing understudies with an expect to give
quality training to them in presumed tuition
based schools. The Scheme for Residential
Education for Students in High Schools in
Targeted Areas (SRESHTA) has been planned
by the Social Justice and Empowerment

Ministry with an expect to give quality
training and chances to even the most
unfortunate SC understudies, according to
the Constitutional command. The SRESHTA
has been considered to give admittance to
great private schooling to the praiseworthy
unfortunate understudies from planned rank
local area, whose parental yearly pay
ultimately depends on Rs 2.5 lakh per annum,
at liberated from cost from classes 9 to 12.
Under the plan, every year roughly 3,000
exemplary SC understudies from across
states/UTs will be chosen.

The Prenda partnership raises $20M led by 776 to develop technology to run K-8 microschools:
Mindler, driving EdTech stage for vocation
direction and arranging, has raised its PreSeries A series of $1.5 million from financial
backer gatherings related with Edupreneur
Village, Ecosystem Ventures, Inflection Point
Ventures, and Chennai Angels. Edupreneur
Village has contributed $200K through its
accomplice nVentures, a Singapore based VC
Fund. Edupreneur Village (some portion of Sri
Aurobindo Society) is India's biggest EdTech
biological system sustaining Education
Startups across India, by giving them

Acceleration Support, Consumer Access and
Investment. Sri Aurobindo Society is 62-yearold association, with 300+ focuses across the
world and has MOUs with 31 State
Governments
for
schooling
change.
Established in July 2015 by Prateek Bhargava,
Mindler is a Delhi based Company which gives
AI based tech-empowered profession
appraisal, arranging and direction for
understudies and plans to engage all partners
in the understudy vocation dynamic
excursion.

In Arunachal Pradesh, IBM launched the STEM for Girls program:
IBM today a joint effort with the Department
of School Education in Arunachal Pradesh to
present the IBM STEM for Girls program in
excess of 130 auxiliary and higher optional
schools across 15 regions in the state. The
program will benefit north of 13,500
understudies across 130 optional and higher
auxiliary schools. In this work, in excess of
13,500
understudies
concentrating
somewhere in the range of eighth and tenth
grade will have openness to computerized
familiarity, coding abilities preparing, and
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21st-century abilities including life and
profession abilities. The STEM for Girls
program development in Arunachal Pradesh
is a piece of IBM's obligation to skilling 30
million individuals overall by 2030. The
educational program presented by IBM STEM
for Girls will adjust and enhance the state's
endeavors toward offering quality training.
AMYAA will employ facilitators to help the
school cycles, and will secure the support and
liasiing with area instruction authorities for
executing the program.
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Educator's Profile
Ms. NIDHI NIJHAWAN
A seasoned professional with more than 20 years of rich and extensive experience in
Teaching, and School Administration. A keen planner & implementer with a track record of
implementing operational policies/ norms, systems & controls, motivational schemes &
education standards.

Leadership




Setting & communicating the School Vision Mission & Values to parents, teachers &
students with stability.
Implementing all statutory & legal requirements. Fostering an environment for
shared governance in CBSE schools.
Planning & implementing the school’s community outreach program
(neighbourhood project, adult literacy etc.)

Knowledge Management





Spearheading curriculum design & implementation.
Review teacher & student performance through measurement & analysis.
Supervising quality of question papers (HOTS).
Identification of best practices & transfer of knowledge with subject domain
expertise.

Strategy Planning
 Spearheading curriculum design & implementation.




Review teacher & student performance through measurement & analysis.
Supervising quality of question papers (HOTS).
Identification of best practices & transfer of knowledge with subject domain expertise.

Ms. Nidhi Nijhawan
Principal- G.D Goenka School,
Gurugram

Staff & teacher development






Implementing professional development programs to build on core competencies of teachers.
Conducting staff satisfaction surveys. Providing a healthy, safe & secure environment.
Providing a healthy, safe & secure environment.
Creating a climate for staff engagement & retention.
Training Staff and Creating Modules for Curriculum Planning and Teachers’ Training.

Process Management









Developing & reviewing admission, recruitment, procurement, pastoral care processes (Ensuring enrolments and minimizing
the withdrawals).
Developing processes for cost reduction and implementing the school’s financial budget. Implementing the Multiple
Intelligence Theory in teaching methodology.
Plan & implement emergency readiness processes.
Ideation on parent engagement programs. Conducting Parenting workshops & Career guidance modules.
Reducing cycle time for complaint resolution.
Implementing all statutory & legal requirements. Fostering an environment for shared governance in CBSE schools.
Review teacher & student performance through measurement & analysis.
Spearheading curriculum design & implementation.
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Educator's Profile
Mount Litera Zee School(Ghaziabad) | Principal & Head of Academics (BLS group)
 (Notable Accomplishments- Leading 3 formal schools of BLS group with a strength of
10000+ students)
Prudence Dwarka22 | Principal (DECEMBER 2019 – SEPTEMBER 2020)
 (Notable Accomplishment- Headed formal school of Prudence Group & strength of 2000
students)
Zee Learn |Regional School Director (An effective leadership profile) (DECEMBER 2014 –
December 2019)
 (Notable Accomplishment- Headed 18+ formal schools of Zee Group & strength of 20,000 students)
Presidium | Founder Principal at Presidium Dwarka 22 (AUGUST 2012 - NOVEMBER 2014)
 (Notable Accomplishment- Taking the school to a strength of 1200+ students in its formative years)
DAV Public School (Ambala Cant.) |Vice Principal
 (Notable Accomplishment-Officiated as Principal in school with 3000+ students)



Emancipation of Women in AWWA Journal.



Holistic Education in Schools in Sahodaya Journal.



Curriculum Approach to Streamline thePedagogy.



Authored Class VI Civics Book: “Igniting Aspirations with Civics”, a product of Educomp Solutions. This book I used by The
Millennium School.



Worked as Curriculum and Content Developer for Oxford University Press.



Worked as transcript writer for Skoch Consultancy.



Best Teacher Award from Madhavi Kapoor Foundation, Pune



Women Glory Award, 2017.



Award of Citation from Research Team of Great Rocksport Pvt Ltd.



Long Service Award, 2019 (Zee Group)






2008 - M.A. (ENGLISH) | LUCKNOW UNIVERSITY
1995 - B.ED |ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY
1989 - B.A. (POL.SC HONS) | DELHI UNIVERSITY
1986 – Senior Secondary |Convent of Jesus and Mary, New Delhi



Directed full Length Plays in English & Hindi Scripted the annual cultural bonanza and street plays on RTI and Lokpal Bill at
DAV, Ambala.
Organized Inter School Cultural Meets.
Edited the School Magazine & Newsletter.
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focusing on vernacular space. As a result, our
vision is to eliminate these gaps as a source of
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widespread unemployment. We think that
education should be outcome-driven, and

that is what we hope to achieve with our
portal," said Kamal Kant Gupta, Co-founder.
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Educator's Profile
Ms. Guneet Ohri
Suncity School-37D challenges perceptions, nurtures ideas and enhances personal
development through its academic programme, which incorporates the best pedagogical
practices followed internationally. Active teaching- learning with over 30 years of experience
in academics and administrative assignments in schools of high repute across Delhi-NCR she
is now the founder Principal at The Suncity School-37D Gurugram (2017-Till date), Branch of
Suncity World School-54.
Her qualities and path breaking initiatives towards the cause of education, have earned her
a reputation of a dynamic, energetic as well as an innovative educationist with visionary
leadership. With her teaching life exuding immense hard work and meticulous planning, she
was always at the forefront when it came to learning and executing anything that would
benefit the young learners. Her love for children and teaching was a perennial source of
encouragement that kept her going with unparalleled excitement
Her entire educational journey has been undertaken keeping in mind the quote“Avoid shortcuts in life! Work hard with focus, dedication, and discipline and there would not
be an insurmountable task!”

Achievements

















Ms. Guneet Ohri
Guest speaker at various educational and social platforms such as Edtech review K12,
Principal, The Suncity SchoolSchool wiser, Career Launcher. Peeper Times to name a few.
37D, Gurugram
Successfully acquired grant of CBSE affiliation for Ridge Valley School -Gurgaon & Suncity
School-37D, Gurgaon.
Conducted Capacity building workshops for CBSE under COE (Noida).
Member CBSE- (Board Examinations) flying squad.
External examiner for Geography (Practical examination) Grade XII CBSE
Ideated Social Science (Geography) books for CBSE-i curriculum for classes 6,7 and 8. (2010-2011)
Written Social Sciences year and term books for 3,4 and 5 with Longman and Pearson. (2011)
Development of Water Harvesting Unit for the school (DPS Vasant Kunj) with the support of the students and The Delhi Jal
Board.
Jury member at ATREE’s DNA Club state level Debate.
Core resource person at TERI-Conference on climate change 2008
Writes a blog with the name ‘Ms O’s knowledge tree.
Her presence on social media: http://monamehdi.blogspot.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-mona-mehdi-baba4485
Validator for the Impromptu speaking by Toastmasters Hyderabad for Limca Book of Records.
Most sought after national level Resource Person of ELT for the leading publication houses and a leading Pronouncer for the
Spell Bee Contests.
Awarded with the “Rajiv Gandhi Vidya Gold Award” for her outstanding achievement in the field of education.

Brief About her current project Suncity School-37D:
Mission:
Suncity School-37D challenges perceptions, nurtures ideas and enhances personal development through its academic programme, which
incorporates the best pedagogical practices followed internationally. Active teaching-learning methodologies inspire a love for learning
and accomplishment. The school is committed to developing the child’s self- esteem and confidence. In a fractured world, Suncity School is
always at the fore front, fostering a democratic spirit among all students, ensuring empathy for all religions, commitment to the
community and the nation, they become ready to carve out their niche in the WORLD. Each student at Suncity is a STAR. Suncity School aims
at ensuring that every child’s experience of school life is secure, fulfilling, and joyful. This school truly believes in nurturing unique skills
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Educator's Profile
in every child, developing a sense of aesthetics, and inculcating values such as courage
among all students, ensuring empathy for all religions, commitment to the community and
the nation. It is our endeavour to make our students ambassadors of the future and as they
grow into their own, in the nurturing atmosphere of the school, they become ready to
carve out their niche in the WORLD. Each student at Suncity is a STAR.

Initiatives:
Suncity School aims at ensuring that every child’s experience of school life is secure, fulfilling, and joyful. This school truly believes
in nurturing unique skills in every child, developing a sense of aesthetics, and inculcating values such as courage, compassion,
honesty, respect, and tolerance. A child-centred school, here students take active part in all events organized by the school and
special emphasis is put on the credo – each child on stage. We provide space for creativity and expression because we are strong

believers of the quote: “Creativity is intelligence having fun”. Here at Suncity we encourage Curiosity and a Spirit of Inquiry among
students and a flipped classroom provides just the right environment that allows them to explore and actualize their potential in
a right perspective, helping them to achieve their goals in future.


Pastoral Care is an integral part of the holistic development of our students. Developing happy, inspired, confident children is
of prime importance. We place strong emphasis on the creation of a supportive atmosphere and we encourage children to
strive to achieve their personal, social and academic goals. The school, to further ensure the effectiveness of the pastoral care
programme, has an in-house counsellor, who advises and mediates amongst stakeholders.



Thus, at Suncity School, learning is a creative spiral with both depth and breadth as goals. We prepare our students to be
learners for life, while the stakeholders (parents and teachers) are collaborators in all planning and implementation.



Here Scholastics and Co-scholastics go hand in hand.
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Educator's Profile
Mr. Anirudh Gupta
Over the years DCM has been conferred with several prestigious awards including the National Award
for Excellence in Education for meritorious services in the field of education. It was also honoured by
the then Chief Minister of Punjab, Shri Prakash Singh Badal with Chief Minister’s Appreciation Award
for excellent contribution in the field of education of Punjab. The Independent School Federation of
India has also honoured DCM for its significant contribution. With 7 centres and total teaching staff of
750 teachers and 150 non-teaching staff, DCM Group of Schools boasts of an extremely well trained and
well equipped faculty and staff. Various in service programmes and workshops are organized for the faculty that cover academics,
pedagogy, classroom management and personal grooming to enhance their skills and personality. DCM Group of Schools has one
of a kind campus that promotes the c o n c e p t o f ‘learning by doing’. Various community
outreach programmes are organized too that highlight the major social responsibility
commitment that DCM has to give back to the society.
Mr. Gupta is the CEO of the renowned D.C.M Group of Schools, which has off-shoots in
various parts of North India and is a leading organization serving the cause of education
since 1946. He has attended several National and International Conferences in the field
of Education in U.K, Australia, Finland, UAE, USA, China, France, Japan and other
countries and regular speaks at various national/international forums on diverse topics
like Industrial Revolution 4.0 School Education Sector, Safety & Security in Schools,
Regulation & Autonomy – Maintaining Balance , Leadership & Teacher Development –
Capacity building , Technology & Education etc. Mr. Gupta is also a member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, USA.

Mr. Anirudh Gupta
CEO, DCM Group of Schools

He heads the North Chair of FICCI ARISE which is a collegium of leading stakeholders who represent different facets of School
Education in India. He also heads the Education Committee of PHD Chamber of Commerce (Chandigarh Region) and is an Advisor
(Quality) to National Independent Schools Alliance (NISA) which represents over 65000 budget schools in 22 States of India Starting
from multi-million-dollar international mega ports to masterplan developments, mid-rise buildings, niche villas, and boutiques,
Rohit has lived true to his belief that no challenge is too big or too small, engaging in the design process with equal enthusiasm.
His level of attention and detail has been quickly noticed in the design fraternity and Urban Zen has come to be known for
dramatically different designs that deliver a strong message.
At an early age, Mr. Gupta scaled glorious heights of success and is endowed with lot of rare qualities of head and heart. He has
already been conferred with numerous prestigious awards like Educational Entrepreneur of the Year - 2016 by Indian Education
Congress, National Education Excellence Award by Global Leaders Foundation, National Award for Excellence in Education by
Indian Economic Research and Development Council, Indian Award of Excellence in Education, Young Entrepreneur Award, Most
Distinguished Leader of the Year 2018 by Digital Learning and Exceptional Educator by American Leadership Board. Mr. Gupta has
been recently awarded as edupreneur of the Year 2019 Award by World Didactic Association during the Asian Summit on
Education & Skills 2019 held in Bengaluru. Besides this, he has been bestowed with appreciation awards by the Chief Ministers of
Punjab, Delhi and Gujarat for various philanthropic works.
Educational Institutions for long have been constantly coming up with Amazing Solutions and Propositions for Effective Learning,
however, the Covid-19 Pandemic brought about the Real Awakening – An Awakening into the World of Online Learning 'the Remote
Way'. It has acquired several names of late - Digital learning, Virtual Learning, Remote Learning, Distance Learning, E-Learning, Tech
learning, Learning4.0 - the list is endless. We have conducted and continue to conduct several fruitful online sessions with teachers
researching, sourcing, creating and sharing a lot of Digital Content in the form of PowerPoint Presentations, Enriching and Supportive
Videos, Virtual Experiments and Simulations.
Online digital tools like Kahoot, Quizziz and Quizlet, further add to the exciting experiences of the virtual classrooms. Primary and
Pre-primary Classes - not to be left behind ventured into the world of online Video Tutorial involving some unbelievable
experimentation with virtual teaching aids. A majority of learners being Visual learners, online learning appears to be more fastpaced and impactful.
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Educator's Profile
Initiatives
Mr. Gupta is also an Eminent Writer. He has already written hundreds of photo features and articles
for various newspapers and Magazines including Press Trust of India and The Tribune and he regularly
speaks at various national and international forums. Mr. Gupta is the Chairman of Global Edupreneurs
Alliance, Chairman of Ferozepur Sahodaya Schools Complex, Senior Vice President of the Independent
Schools Federation of India (ISFI), Vice President of Prayas Social Welfare Society, Member of Board of
Governors of Shaheed Bhagat State Technical Campus ( Government of Punjab), Member Zonal Railway
Users Consultative Committee (Ministry of Railways),Member of Cantonment Board (Ministry of Defence), Chairman of Council
of Infrastructural Development and Economic Reforms, besides he is associated with several other leading education
organizations, NGO’s , Social and Cultural societies in various capacities.

He has also keen interest in Sports. Being the Chairman of Sports Associations (SAF), he has played a vital role in chiseling many
sports persons and introduction of various games, even in remote border areas. He is President of Punjab Lawn Tennis Association,
President of Punjab Yoga Association, Vice President Punjab Roller Skating Association. Mr. Gupta is also Member Academic
Council of MBS Sports University, Patiala (Punjab). Mr. Gupta is also a leading consultant and on Board of Advisor for many
educational and social organizations like ‘IDA Edupreneurs Community’ (India), International Council for School Leadership, Indian
Red Cross, Police – Public Welfare Trust etc. He is also trustee of Hussainiwala Martyrs Memorial Trust (Government of Punjab)
which looks into development and beautification of the historic monuments along the Indo- Pakistan Border in Punjab.
DCM Group of Schools has one of a kind campus that promotes the c o n c e p t o f ‘learning by doing’. Various community outreach
programmes are organized too that highlight the major social responsibility commitment that DCM has to give back to the society.
Over the years DCM has been conferred with several prestigious awards including the National Award for Excellence in Education
for meritorious services in the field of education.
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Ed-Tech Snippets
Name of the Company
Founded Year
Headquarter
Segment
Funding
Funding Round/Type
Lead Investor
Business Model
K-12/H.Ed.

XooG
2016
Bengaluru
Education Loan
$3.5 million
Series A Funding
Brighteye
B2C
H.Ed.

Name of the Company
Founded Year
Headquarter
Segment
Funding
Funding Round/Type
Lead Investor
Business Model
K-12/H.Ed.

Propelled
2017
Pune
Educational Programmes
$11.5 million
Seed Funding Round
Undisclosed
B2C
K-12

Name of the Company
Founded Year
Headquarter
Segment
Funding
Funding Round/Type
Lead Investor
Business Model
K-12/H.Ed.

Exprto
2011
Gurgaon
Extracurricular Activities
$5 Million
Seed Funding Round
GGV Capital
B2C
Both

Name of the Company
Founded Year
Headquarter
Segment
Funding
Funding Round/Type
Lead Investor
Business Model
K-12/H.Ed.

HomI Lab
2020
Gurgaon
Extracurriculur Education
$5M
Seed Funding Round
Undisclosed
B2C
K12

Name of the Company
Founded Year
Headquarter
Segment
Funding
Funding Round/Type
Lead Investor
Business Model
K-12/H.Ed.

PhysicWallah
2017
Noida
Ed Tech
$ 100 Million
Series A Funding
Shivtej Investment
B2C
K-12

Name of the Company
Founded Year
Headquarter
Segment
Funding
Funding Round/Type
Lead Investor
Business Model
K-12/H.Ed.

Parallel Learning
2014
Mumbai
Education Funding
$20 Million
Seed Round
Undisclosed
B2C
K-12

Name of the Company
Founded Year
Headquarter
Segment
Funding
Funding Round/Type
Lead Investor
Business Model
K-12/H.Ed.

Orcas
2013
Cairo
Online Mentoring Platform
$2.1 Million
Pre- Seed Funding Round
James Murdon Lupa System
B2C
Both

Name of the Company
Founded Year
Headquarter
Segment
Funding
Funding Round/Type
Lead Investor
Business Model
K-12/H.Ed.

Top Rankers
2015
Indore
Integrated Technology & Curriculum
$4 Million
Series E fundraising round
Undisclosed
B2C
K-12

Name of the Company
Founded Year
Headquarter
Segment
Funding
Funding Round/Type
Lead Investor
Business Model
K-12/H.Ed.

Pandal
2016
Malaysia
E-Learning Providers
$2 Million
Pre Seed Funding
Global Founder Capital
Both
H.Ed.

Name of the Company
Founded Year
Headquarter
Segment
Funding
Funding Round/Type
Lead Investor
Business Model
K-12/H.Ed.

Espak
2020
Chicago
Math Learning
$2.5 million
Seed Funding Round
GSV Ventures
B2C
Both
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His belief in evolution through learning has sent him across the world in search for innovative ways to engage students
better. He has participated in several seminars and educational visits like Exploring the Finnish Phenomena in Education
and School Leadership 2017 in Helsinki, Finland, Principal's Leadership Building Professional Visit Program 2018 in
Queensland, Australia, and International Conference on Trends in EdTech held in Colombo, Sri Lanka to name a few.
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Ed-Tech Snippets
Name of the Company Empowerly

Name of the Company Cialfo

Founded Year

2018

Founded Year

2017

Headquarter

San Francisco

Headquarter

Singapore

Segment

Career Counselling

Segment

College & Career Counselling Operations

Funding

$10M

Funding

$40 million

Funding Round/Type

Funding Round

Funding Round/Type

Series B funding round

Lead Investor

Undisclosed

Lead Investor

Square Peg and SEEK Investments

Business Model

B2C

Business Model

B2C

K-12/H.Ed.

Both

K-12/H.Ed.

Both

Name of the Company CoLearn

Name of the Company FourthRev

Founded Year

2020

Founded Year

2019

Headquarter

Indonesia

Headquarter

UK

Segment

Online Education & Assignment

Segment

Online education

Funding

$17 million

Funding

$8m

Funding Round/Type

Series A Funding Round

Funding Round/Type

Series A Funding Round

Lead Investor

KTB Network

Lead Investor

Educapital

Business Model

B2C

Business Model

B2B

K-12/H.Ed.

K-12

K-12/H.Ed.

H.Ed.

Name of the Company My First Five Years

Name of the Company GuruLab

Founded Year

2021

Founded Year

2021

Headquarter

Manchester

Headquarter

Malaysia

Segment

Education Technology App

Segment

Personalised Courses

Funding

£1.4 Million

Funding

$1 Million

Funding Round/Type

Funding Round

Funding Round/Type

Seed Funding Round

Lead Investor

Undisclosed

Lead Investor

Wright Partners

Business Model

B2C

Business Model

B2C

K-12/H.Ed.

Both

K-12/H.Ed.

Both

Name of the Company Orcas

Name of the Company GoStudent

Founded Year

2019

Founded Year

2016

Headquarter

Cairo

Headquarter

Vienna

Segment

Online Tutor

Segment

Digital Learning Platform

Funding

$2.1 Million

Funding

$300M

Funding Round/Type

Pre-Series A funding round

Funding Round/Type

Series D Funding Round

Lead Investor

Access Bridge Ventures

Lead Investor

Prosus

Business Model

B2C

Business Model

B2C

K-12/H.Ed.

K-12

K-12/H.Ed.

K-12

Name of the Company Espark

Name of the Company Pandai

Founded Year

2010

Founded Year

2019

Headquarter

Chicago

Headquarter

Malaysia

Segment

Individualised Learning Software

Segment

Educational Consulting

Funding

$25M

Funding

$2M

Funding Round/Type

Funding Round

Funding Round/Type

Pre-Seed funding round

Lead Investor

Quad Partners

Lead Investor

Global Founders Capital

Business Model

B2C

Business Model

B2C

K-12/H.Ed.

K-12

K-12/H.Ed.

K-12
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How
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Cover Story – How Technology has Changed Education?
Introduction
In schools all across the world, computers, tablets, smart whiteboards, and other technological devices are used as part of the
learning process. Technology gives a window to the rest of the world as well as access to tens of thousands of educational
resources. Learning to work with technology and computer coding gives them the knowledge and confidence they need to attain
successful careers when they leave school - and, in turn, invent new technologies. The number of children utilising handheld

technology such as cell phones and mini-tablets is increasing around the world. Technology is being used by agencies and
organisations to give education where it is most needed. Technology may be utilised to give education to those who need it most,
particularly in humanitarian circumstances like war or natural catastrophes.
Technology has the potential to transform education. It has the potential to strengthen and enhance educator-student
connections, reimagine our approaches to learning and collaboration, close long-standing equity and accessibility gaps, and tailor
learning experiences to meet the needs of all students. Technology has made the lives of educators, students, and even
management easier because it now handles all of the complex tasks. Exploration and creativity should be fostered in our schools,
community institutions, and universities. Educators should work with their pupils to learn together, exploring new information
and developing new abilities. Leaders in education should establish a vision for developing learning experiences that give all
students with the tools and resources they need to succeed.
Our educational system previously relied heavily on books and a chalkboard classroom, but the problem with that method of
teaching is that it promotes rote learning, and students were unable to gain deep knowledge because they did not have access to
the Internet, and thus their knowledge remained limited. Before, the educational system was completely offline, which meant
that you couldn't obtain any information without visiting and inquiring with the management. Because there was no Internet or
distant learning at the time, studying was tough and students had to rely exclusively on their lecturers for information.
Students, educators, and management have all benefited from technological advancements in our educational sector. For
example, with the help of the Internet, students are becoming smarter as they now learn practically with the help of a video
prepared by the educator in which it explains information with the help of graphic design, which helps students grasp the
knowledge faster and better than the old way of learning. Technology has made the lives of educators, students, and even
management easier because it now handles all of the complex tasks. For example, a teacher used to teach slowly so that each
student could learn, but now, with the help of pre-recorded lessons, he can teach at a faster pace without sacrificing anything.
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Cover Story – How Technology has Changed Education?
Overview
Increased use of laptops, tablets, and other mobile devices is one of the fastest-growing and irreversible trends in education at all
levels. Every kid in many primary schools now has access to a laptop or tablet. Many undergrads now have tablets as well as
computers at colleges and universities. Always intrigued by the benefits of portability, an increasing number of people are now
requesting content to be sent to their smartphones. Only a few years ago, mobile devices were almost entirely utilised as a beefedup substitute for traditional resources such as handouts, overhead projector transparencies, books, paper, and pens. However,
these technologies are now beginning to change how instruction and learning are carried out. Teachers are employing technology
to replace traditional models of rote learning with more individualised, self-directed experiences for their students. With software
that facilitates multiuser collaboration and more support for virtual dialogues, both within and outside the classroom, there is
more multi-device synchronisation. Students and teachers are increasingly producing their own digital content, such as animations
and movie

Technology is pervasive in education, with at least one computer available for every five students in public schools in the United
States. They spend more than $3 billion on digital material each year. The country is in the midst of a tremendous drive, led by
the federal government, to make affordable high-speed Internet and free online teaching tools available to even the most rural
and distant schools. For the first time in 2015-16, more state standardized tests for elementary and middle school students will
be administered using technology rather than paper and pencil.
Here's the expanding ed-tech business, with corporate behemoths and small startups vying for a piece of the $8 billion-plus annual
hardware and software market. The "early adopters"—those districts, schools, and teachers who are making the most creative
and successful use of the new resources at their disposal—are being given a lot of attention. Observers must know where to look
to keep up with what's changing (and what isn't). Another tendency is to increase pupils' Internet access outside of school hours.
Blended learning programmes that are effective require students to have "anytime, anywhere" access to learning content, which
is a huge difficulty in many places.
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Cover Story – How Technology has Changed Education?
Modern Technology in Education
According to the most recent research into how modern students choose to use technology and how technology affects their
learning, it has been discovered that when students use modern equipment, technology, and tools, their learning and interactivity
improves. in schools, universities, and colleges, the reliance and dependence on such an innovation that just makes life a simple,
smooth journey is unavoidable these days. Today's students can use technology in the following ways: Internet access and
connectivity 24 hours a day, 7 days a week Over the last decade, the internet has expanded in importance by a factor of ten.

Students can discover a lot of aid, tutorials, and other forms of assisting material on the internet, which they can utilise to
academically develop and boost their learning. Using images and projectors When compared to words, visual images usually have
a great attraction. Another excellent technical application is the use of projectors and graphics to enhance learning. There are and
will be more applications that will support students in their development and learning as the power of digital grows. Technologyassisted online degrees are becoming increasingly popular. With the use of numerous technologies and the internet, top
universities offer great online programmes. Students who work and want flexible education programmes are more familiar with
the online degree scenario around the world. Technology's Importance in Learning Technology plays four roles in education: it is
used as part of the curriculum, as an instructional delivery method, as a means of assisting with instructions, and as a tool to
improve the overall learning process. Education has progressed from being passive and reactive to being participatory and
combative as a result of technological advancements. In both corporate and academic environments, education is crucial. In the
former, workers are taught or trained to do tasks differently than they did previously. In either scenario, students can benefit from
the use of technology to better grasp and remember information.
Students, educators, and management have all benefited from technological advancements in our educational sector. For
example, with the help of the Internet, students are becoming smarter as they now learn practically with the help of a video
prepared by the educator in which it explains information with the help of graphic design, which helps students grasp the
knowledge faster and better than the old way of learning.
Personal computers have elevated instructional tools to new heights. Computers used to take up entire rooms and were only
available to the wealthiest institutions. Students now have access to phones, tablets, laptops, desktop computers, and other
devices to search, read, interact, and learn on. However, these technologies are now beginning to change how instruction and
learning are carried out. Technology is pervasive in education, with at least one computer available for every five students in public
schools. Technology has made the lives of educators, students, and even management easier because it now handles all of the
complex tasks.
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Cover Story – How Technology has Changed Education?
Impact of Technology on Education
• Digital cameras, projectors, mind training software, computers, Power Point presentations, and 3D visualisation tools are just a
few of the technological advancements that have made it easier for teachers to help students grasp a concept.
• It must be understood that visual explanations of concepts make learning more enjoyable for students. They are able to
participate more in class, and teachers are given the opportunity to make their classes more interactive and interesting.
• When students attend school in different parts of the state, they can "meet" their counterparts via video conferencing without
leaving the classroom.
• Some websites, such as www.glovico.com, are used to help students learn foreign languages online by matching them with a
teacher from another country.
• With the introduction of online degree programmes, there is little need to be physically present in the classroom. Several foreign
universities have also launched online degree programmes that students can enrol in.
• Distance learning and online education have grown in importance in today's educational system.
Easy access to information; easy retention of information;
increased storage of information; improved presentation
of information; teaching became more interactive; easier
sharing of knowledge; and increased interest in learning.
Since the advent of technology, the field of education
(teaching and learning) has undergone a revolution.
Schools have recognised the value of technology and
have begun to incorporate it into the classroom. With the
introduction of computers in schools, teachers' ability to
impart knowledge and students' ability to acquire it has
improved. With the advent of technology, the journey of
teaching and learning has become more effective.
Technology, on the other hand, has profoundly altered
education in a variety of ways. For one thing, technological
advancements have greatly increased educational access.
Books were scarce in mediaeval times, and education was
limited to an elite few. Massive amounts of information (books,
audio, images, and videos) are now available at one's fingertips
via the Internet because of technological advancements, access
to learning opportunities is now at an all-time high. Technology
has had an impact on almost every aspect of life today, and
education is no exception. It has affected and influenced how
things are presented and taught to students in the classroom.
It has had a significant impact on the materials used and how
we use these materials to teach students in schools.
Technology has made the lives of educators, students, and even management easier because technology now handles all complex
tasks. For example, a teacher used to teach slowly so that every student could learn, but now, with the help of pre-recorded
lessons, he can teach at a faster pace without sacrificing anything. It also makes children's lives easier because they now have
multiple avenues for learning, from Wikipedia to byjus to YouTube videos to Google. Technology assists management in a variety
of ways. For example, in the past, management would keep a record of everything Technological advancements in our educational
sector have had a very positive impact on students, educators, and management, as students are becoming smarter with the help
of the Internet, as they now learn practically with the help of a video prepared by the educator in which it explains information
with the help of graphic design, which helps students grasp the knowledge faster and understand it better than the old way of
learning.
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Cover Story – How Technology has Changed Education?
Role of Technology in Education
Despite the fact that technology is finally being integrated into education, its use for teaching and learning remains a challenge.
Despite the fact that many schools today have ready access to technology, well-trained teachers, and a favourable policy
environment, the use of technology in the classroom remains low. Some blame teachers' pedagogical beliefs for low levels of
technology use in education. Having said that, the potential of technology to improve learning cannot be overstated. For students
with special needs, the use of technology began a long time ago. Brail machines, for example, have been used to assist the visually
impaired. Furthermore, special needs programmes that assist children with autism use technology to improve learning. Educators
hope to effect pedagogical change and address fundamental issues affecting students with special needs by incorporating
technology into the classroom. As a result, technology can be viewed as both a tool and a catalyst for change.
Today, technologies that improve and facilitate learning can be found almost anywhere. Leaving aside other contextual factors
like unequal access to technological innovations and connected technologies across schools and districts, we can only say we have
embraced technology in education when it is used for both teaching and learning. The main goal of incorporating technology into
schools is to change how teachers and students gather, access, analyse, present, and transmit information. This can help to
democratise information in classrooms as well as differentiate instruction, which is especially beneficial for students with special
needs.
Overall, technology is important in many aspects of society, and incorporating it into the educational process holds great promise
for student learning. With the advancement of technology, both teachers and students can expect to be more efficient and
effective. Technology can also influence pedagogical change and address issues affecting learning, teaching, and social
organisation. As a result, technology can be viewed as both a tool and a catalyst for change. Students must embrace technology
in order to benefit from it, and teachers must be open to incorporating technology into the classroom in order to improve and
innovate their teaching practise.
Teachers are encouraged to identify
learning objectives and differentiate
instruction based on the needs of their
students, thanks to the widespread
availability of student databases that
can track individual progress. When
teachers use technology to present
instruction, they should use a channel
that is relevant to the objectives,
learning style, mode, and technology
chosen. When evaluating technologybased
instruction,
appropriate
evaluation techniques must be used
that are consistent with the methods
of instruction, objectives, and
technology. When using technology to
evaluate students' learning and the
role technology played in that process,
teachers can design follow-up
activities. Digital skills are required for participation in the global economy. Mobile technologies have reached even the poorest
parts of the world, but skill gaps persist, and school students are frequently taught skills that will not help them get jobs in STEM
fields (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths).
There is a risk that technology will be deployed in a way that rewards young people in richer countries while leaving others in lowincome countries behind in terms of acquiring the skills required for the new economies. Even if technology is available and people
have the necessary e-literacy skills, there is no guarantee that technology can create a high-quality learning environment on its
own.
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Advantages of Technology in Education
Students can now do
something they should
have been able to do a long
time ago, thanks to the
introduction of mobile
phones,
tablets,
and
computers: they can learn
actively and productively.
Students
can
now
approach
a
subject/teaching unit with
enthusiasm for the first
time,
thanks
to
applications,
videos,
simulations, and digital
books that make the
learning process much
more engaging. Furthermore, having the opportunity to delve deeper into an area of interest allows them to potentially
recognise their interests and talents, as well as possibly their future profession. However, with the introduction of digital
technologies and the Internet into the classrooms, a teacher's job of analysing student performance and providing guidelines and
advice has become much easier, creating a win-win situation for both teachers and students. Teachers, in particular, have clear
insight into the areas in which students struggle or excel, thanks to platforms that collect data on student performance in class,
tests, and assignments. Furthermore, teachers can now modify lessons based on insights into individual students' or the class's
overall performance.

Conclusion
Technology is an essential part of life in the twenty-first century, referred to as the fourth revolution, which is accompanied by
both challenges and opportunities. It also has structural character, which allows it to include and exclude technological factors.
The sheer magnitude of change in communication technology in terms of methodology and modes of education may necessitate
organisational revision.
Technology has given education a whole new meaning, and there is no doubt that our educational system has been transformed
as a result of the ever-advancing technology. We can now prepare students for lifelong learning, which necessitates new
approaches to education that incorporate technology into students' daily lives. It is widely acknowledged that a well-rounded
education is a springboard to personal success. It places students on a path of lifelong learning, preparing them to succeed in an
ever-changing world. Individuals can broaden their minds and embrace new ideas and opportunities through education, while also
building better lives for themselves and their communities. Today, technologies that improve and facilitate learning can be found
almost anywhere. Leaving aside other contextual factors like unequal access to technological innovations and connected
technologies across schools and districts, we can only say we have embraced technology in education when it is used for both
teaching and learning. The main goal of incorporating technology into schools is to change how teachers and students gather,
access, analyse, present, and transmit information. This can help democratise information in classrooms as well differentiate
instruction, which is especially beneficial for students with special needs. Personal computers have elevated instructional tools to
new heights. Computers used to take up entire rooms and were only available to the wealthiest institutions. Students now have
access to phones, tablets, laptops, desktop computers, and other devices to search, read, interact, and learn on. However, these
technologies are now beginning to change how instruction and learning are carried out. Technology is pervasive in education, with
at least one computer available for every five students in public schools. Technology has made the lives of educators, students,
and even management easier because it now handles all of the complex tasks.
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Special Coverage – Integration of Personalized Learning Modules
Introduction
We all know that each kid is unique and has their own set of learning requirements. According to research, utilising a "personalised
learning" method can help students become more engaged and take ownership of their learning, resulting in their learning more
in the same amount of time as peers taught using traditional approaches. However, according to a recent research, many teachers
still feel compelled to prepare kids for standardised examinations rather than allowing them to follow their passions at their own
speed.
Students and teachers collaborate to design
students' education in personalised learning. This
implies that students can not only work at their own
pace, but they can also take charge of their own
learning experiences and pursue initiatives that
interest them. For example, in an information
technology class where personalised learning is
emphasised, high school students might design their
own summative assessment by deciding which
technology they'd like to learn more about—
whether Photoshop, JavaScript, or something
else—and then creating a project around the skills
they'd like to master. Teachers can help students set
individualised learning goals that are appropriate for
their level in this model, and then assess how
effectively they were able to achieve those goals.
This method gives students a much greater stake in
their education and allows them to develop skills in
areas that are relevant to their passions and
interests.
While it may not be practical to allow students to choose how they will be evaluated for every assignment during the school year,
teachers can certainly design projects that allow students to have a say in what they learn, how they learn it, and how they
demonstrate their understanding. Students in middle or high school, for example, might be requested to write a project proposal
outlining the topic they want to learn more about, their learning objectives, and how they plan to demonstrate their new
knowledge and/or skills. As an educator, you can offer encouragement and feedback to students as they work to shape their ideas
into attainable goals. This technique not only allows students to develop in areas that interest them, but it also forces them to
take an active role in their education by requiring them to create their own goals and criteria for success with the help of them
instructor (s).

Develop a complete learner profile:
Understanding students' talents, weaknesses, motivations, and
needs is the greatest method to assist them reach their learning
goals. According to one study, you should create a "learner profile"
for each of your students. You'll have a far better picture of your
students' development and how you can best assist and push them
on their learning journey if you assess them on a regular basis
rather than relying just on critical benchmarks like tests or projects.
Splitting larger assignments into smaller phases that students can
turn in for feedback is one technique for incorporating more
formative assessment into your classroom and building more
complete learner profiles of your students. This method allows you
to examine pupils' development in detail and determine how best
to suit their educational needs.
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Use Technology to facilitate lifelong learning outside of the classroom:
Technology allows students to connect with the subject they're learning at their own speed both inside and outside the classroom,
and it can also be a lot of fun! You could, for example, create a classroom website with links to interesting articles or videos that
students can explore at their leisure. You may also use learning games like Duolingo or Sheppard Software to motivate students
to practise their abilities outside of the classroom.

Permit understudies to have input on their own learning objectives:
While it probably won't be sensible to permit understudies to conclude how they will be evaluated for each task over the school
year, instructors can surely make projects that permit students to have something to do with what they will realize, how they will
learn it, and how they will show their insight. Center or secondary school understudies, for instance, could be approached to make
a venture proposition in which they frame the region that they plan to dive deeper into, their learning objectives, and how they
will grandstand their new information as well as abilities. As a teacher, you can offer help and criticism to assist understudies with
refining these thoughts into attainable objectives. In addition to the fact that this approach permits understudies create in regions
that are important to them, however it additionally compels them to play a functioning job in their schooling, laying out their own
objectives and rules for progress with the direction of their instructor(s).

Build a detailed learner profile of each student based on ongoing, formative assessment:
The most ideal way to assist understudies with accomplishing their learning objectives
is to grasp them. What are their assets, shortcomings, inspirations, and requirements?
One review alludes to this system as making a "student profile" of every one of your
understudies. By surveying your understudies on a continuous premise, instead of
zeroing in principally on key benchmarks, for example, tests or undertakings, you will
have a vastly improved thought of their advancement and how you can best attempt to
help and challenge them on their learning venture. One technique to incorporate more
developmental appraisal into your homeroom and construct more nitty gritty student
profiles of your understudies is to divided bigger tasks into more modest advances that
understudies can turn in for input. This approach permits you to have a definite gander
at understudies' advancement and comprehend how you can best meet their advancing
necessities.

Educators could become uprooted:
While there are many purposes behind instructors to become amped up for customized learning, the reality stays that many
states or locale will utilize this way to deal with cut costs, explicitly staff costs. Instructors in the most peril of being uprooted by
customized learning, are those showing fundamental or initial subjects like English language or early degrees of math, science.
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Educators could play new parts in the homeroom:
Teachers who are not uprooted by this new methodology might wind up
serving just as overseers of an AI framework that is doing all the instructing.
Surely, class sizes will develop as customized learning grows across the U.S.
furthermore, understudy educator proportion standards shift. With bigger
class sizes, schools might depend on educators something else for conduct the
board and less for guidance. This implies a few instructors will be liable for
policing understudies in the utilization of learning modules, ensuring they are
traveling through the program.

Educators might be less answerable for test planning:
One of the potential gains for educators in customized learning is that it will probably assume control over the assignment of
planning understudies for state tests. This implies that educators who have been troubled for a really long time with educating to
the test might possibly find themselves ready to zero in guidance on more subjective, drawing in happy. This expects that schools
will esteem that substance and not retreat to becoming test prep focuses.

Instructors could possess more energy for the 'human side' of educating:
Customized learning can possibly free educators to zero in on rich substance and work on the singular experience of every
understudy, guaranteeing that the individuals who battle with ideas find support and the people who are prepared to speed up
can do as such.
Applications that permit educators (and guardians) to screen understudy
progress in perusing and math have been around for quite a long time. Any
educator who has had the fortune of utilizing these applications with a
class has partaken in the manner they engage the instructor to more
readily see every student's capacities and to sustain areas of interest. Also
the time that is opened up for instructors to appropriately design (the
mystery ingredient of incredible educating), which alone could change the
class insight.
The introduction of individualized learning now in systemic ways might free teachers and entire teaching teams to reinvent their
content and improve student engagement and collaboration. Whether innovation turns into the power for these upgrades will to
a great extent be chosen at the area level, however school pioneers will have an ability to campaign in the interest of best practices.

Conclusion
The field of individualized learning has reached a turning point in its evolution. PL techniques are being widely applied in
schools, and as this trend continues, the research base that evaluates these approaches must expand and evolve. Due to
significant logistical and theoretical challenges, such as ambiguous definitions, varied implementations, and the implicitness of
learning theories, researching PL is a demanding task.
The difficulties of making significant changes to existing school systems also complicates research efforts: when educational
interventions are scaled swiftly across classrooms with varied levels of support, buy-in, and resources, chaos can result.
Teachers, leaders, and schools continue to be excited and enthusiastic about PL, but researchers are less enthusiastic. PL could
be considered as having too many definitions, lacking in rigour, and being untethered from learning theory to be useful for
empirical research. Unless researchers and PL implementers form relationships, the gap between research and practice is likely
to increase.
As a result, we believe that the future of PL lies in researcher-practitioner collaborations that embrace learning theory, value
teachers' and leaders' practice-based knowledge, identify and understand the unique affordances of different learning
contexts, engage in collaborative design-based research, and use rich observation of classroom interactions. These are
essential components of well-informed PL because they allow for deep, meaningful links to fine-grained learner characteristics
and allow students to take charge of their own learning.
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Institution Profile
About:
Delhi International School Edge, Dwarka
Delhi International School strives to instil in every young scholar who walks through its doors an
insatiable appetite for information, an invincible spirit of reasoning, a higher degree of consciousness,
and, most importantly, the ability to mature into whole human beings. The School strives to provide a
strong moral education to its students while also focusing on their spiritual, intellectual, social, and
physical growth. Since its inception and foundation, DIS has always established high standards for its pupils in terms of valuebased holistic education. The school has been a leader in imparting knowledge and skills that have aided in the development of
global citizens and a conscientious humanity. The environment offered by the school's policy of cultural and religious diversity is
a significant aspect in fostering universal brotherhood.

Vision
holistic
student centric education, collaborating nationally and internationally, providing a safe environment for a commitment
to excellence and integrity.

Mission






Providing a safe, orderly and efficient environment.
Ensuring the educators are well qualified to teach various learning areas.
Providing the staff with high degree of professional integrity.
Maintaining realistic class size conducive to optimal learning.
Teaching skills for effective living in a changing world.

Being passionate about entrepreneurship, he has trained himself to run multiple organizations in the fields of services,
manufacturing, supply and trainings under a single umbrella called Vyuha. His passion towards entrepreneurship pushed him to
try 9 business models and came out with best practices. He created employment for more than 100 people in the first one year
of his entrepreneurship career. He dealt with more than 500 clients in the first 3 years of his establishment.
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Institution Profile
School’s Achievement






Global Excellence Awards, 2017 Summit International School Award accredited by the British
Council, India 2019-21
National Skill Development Summit 2018
Global Education Summit2017
World Education Convention 2017
Awarded Best School for Energy Conservation Program2017

Recently introduced technologies in school
The goal of Delhi International School is to provide students with a holistic approach through creative learning and innovative
teaching methods that address the needs of individuals. Since we believe that education is a tri-polar process in which parents
also have an important position to share information with students, teaching learning material have been prepared with the help
of parents. The goal of the TLM is to make the teaching and learning process appealing, simple and exciting for both parents and
children. DIS claims that our educational philosophy is a guiding, steering and liberating force that allows students and society at
large to meet the challenges of the modern world. The pandemic was a big threat this year. With the CBSE notification and the
DOE order, the academic session faced a lot of ups and downs, but without being dissuaded, we acknowledged the move and
pursued the middle way in the form of "Hybrid teaching and learning" Collaborating with neighbouring schools to conduct online
practical was an icebreaker for children a teacher as it could be smoothly conducted for viva for senior classes. Developing
engaging assemblies and videos by children using various software’s easily available has also helped children thinking beyond
books and boosted their creativity.

Sports and Extra -curricular activities in school:
DIS gives a lot of emphasis on compulsory participation in sports and games. It is ensured that every child is provided a platform
to perform at DIS undergoes a general fitness program that includes yoga classes. The skill-set of each student is identified and
nurtured, and students are given opportunities to excel, and join the school sports team. The physical education instructors and
coaches for all games comprise of national level players who guide and train the young sports to achieve their goals. Apart from
organizing inter-school and inter-house competitions, the school takes part in state and national level sports events.

Sports:
• Basketball
• Throw ball
• Table tennis
• Roller Skating

• Taekwondo
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Tech & Tools in Education
Top Ed-tech Software & Apps that are changing the way students study
Software or computer/mobile applications that are developed with a motive to
improve current or ongoing learning methods are known as ‘Educational
Software’. Educational Software can be of many types and can be used to solve
different day to day issues like classroom management software, reference
software to even language and subject- specific software. The software is
helping the school management as well as the students in various ways like
making their course material more interactive and easier to learn. The basic
purpose of developing and introducing these applications and softwares is to
improve the overall efficiency of the education organization.

History
Computer softwares for the use of training and education purposes started in the early 1940s. One of the earliest use of such softwares for
training purpose was when some American researchers developed stimulators for flight by using analog computers which then generated
onboard data. Traces of such educational and training softwares were found in the mid-1970’s WWII era also. In 1963, with the guidance of
Patrick Suppes, IBM did a partnership project with Stanford University's Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences (IMSSS). The
main goal of the partnership was to develop the first comprehensive CAI elementary school curriculum, the plan was to use this curriculum on
large scale in schools in both California and Mississippi. Now known as Pearson Education Technologies, the Computer Curriculum Corporation
(CCC) was also established to market various school related materials which was developed via the IBM partnership in 1967. One of the hurdles
to these educational softwares was the cost factor, running over a cost of $10,000, which was out of reach for most of the educational
institutions. In 1975, the Altair 8800 revolutionized the field of software. Prior to 1975, usage of softwares were mainly dependent on
university or government owned computers, but now these computers were easily assessiblt in homes and schools and were available at less
than $2000. The 1980s saw a huge and rapid growth in the availability of personal computers which included Commodore PET (1977),
Commodore VIC-20 (1980), Commodore 64 (1982) and Apple II (1977). This also helped the organizations developing educational softwares.

Classplus
With a strong userbase of 70 Lakh+ students across India, Classplus’s mission is to
make every tutor in the country self-empowered via their application and truly
focus on teaching. Headquatered in Noida, Classplus was founded in 2015 by
Mukul Rustagi, Vatsal Rustagi, Bikash Dash, Nikhil Goel and Bhaswat Agarwal.
Classplus has revolutionized the way the after- school tutoring works. The platform
works in a way that tutors register on their platform, create classes or batches,
share it with students, add new students and also assign subjective tests to the
students. Till now, classplus has raised a total amount of $14 Million in funding
over the 7 rounds.

Doubtnut
One of the most innovative and tehnologically advanced application, Doubtnut
was founded by Tanushree Nagori and husband Aditya Shankar, in 2016. Before
that, from 2009, the couple was giving offline mathematics and science classes
to the students of class 9 to 12. The software works on image recognition
technology where a user can click the picture of the mathematical or science
problem they are facing, the app then extracts the image in text and try to find
its solution in Doubtnut’s huge database of pre-answered solutions and prerecorded answers of the same. If the solution is not there in Doubtnut’s
database, the user is prompt to post the question on the online public platform, from where any available tutor online can provide an online
video solution of the query.

Quizizz
With a userbase of more than 10 million students currently, the company was
launched in 2015 by Ankit Gupta and Deepak Joy Cheenath, and having its
offices in Bangalore and Santa Monica, California. The app is designed in such
a way to keep the learning process fun and interactive, even in a remote
learning environment. The company currently operates on a freemium SaaS
model, in which the user can access all basic features of the application free of
cost, whereas have to pay to unlock the premium features. Quizizz also work
with corporate clients like AWS, Discovery Network, Deloitte, and more.
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Practically
Hyderabad based Practically, which was launched in April 2020, offers AIbased services, which provides Real- time attentiveness tracking in a virtual
classroom setup to schools. Practically claims to have a regular userbase of 3
Lakh+ students and a clientele of 130+ schools. Operating on a B2C as well as
a B2B2C model, and its prime target market are the students of classes 6-12
and their parents (B2C), and they also target teachers and the school
administration (B2B2C), for whom Practically offers free of cost services.
The software has a subscription based model for the parents of the school
students starting from INR 1.3K to INR 3K per month. During the lockdown
period, the main source of Practically’s revenue is Andhra Pradesh and Telangana markets. Practically is now expanding to the Middle East
market, getting some large scale prominent schools, and launching Practically Live classes for STEM subjects and coding.

Skillmatics
Founded in 2016, Mumbai-headquartered Skillmatics is an Ed-tech brand
which develops innovative educational products and games. The main goal of
these products is to help students build core skills which includes math and
language to science and logic, through systematic play. They are currently
selling globally to 15+ countries through their own website, various ecommerce marketplaces and via an international chain of 3000+ retail
stores. Their primary focus is on the North American market. Skillmatics is also
the first Indian brand to be sold worldwide by Hamleys. Skillmatics claims to
have sold almost 3 million toys and games worldwide to date.

Clever Harvey
Clever Harvey was established to help young school students from the age of
13-16 years to between the academic learning and the real corporate world.
Clever Harvey makes it possible for each student to learn critical thinking skills,
commercial acumen, and
explore unlimited career opportunities in the future. The Junior CMO, Junior
CEO, and Junior CTO are a few of the tracks available in this ed-tech platform's
Junior MBA programmes. They also plan to reveal more courses in the near
future

Alolearning
This is not a novel technology, as robots have been cast-off for years in real estate
and architecture industry. However, robots have been developed to increase their
efficiency. Consequently, the robots become lighter, smarter, and able to multitask.
Additionally, they can learn with Artificial Intelligence (AI). As the robots become are
becoming smarter, they can go for a visit at the construction site itself and gradually
can do what humans once did.
This would lead to huge changes in the industry. For example, it will set new levels
of construction speed for a building. Not to mention, the price of the buildings will
drop as human labour would significantly decrease.

Asmakam
This self-directed open learning space allows students to develop their own
imagination. The platform, which is set in a beautiful natural environment, is
most important for students of parents who want their children to learn about
life. Students may discover the latent creativity by using a three-pronged method
of communicating through immersive interactions, sharing and not really
competing, and developing. Students may discover their latent talents by using a
three-pronged method of communicating through immersive interactions,
sharing and not really competing, and developing. The startup is an excellent
forum for encouraging studentsimagination and innovation. Students may
discover their latent talents by using a three-pronged method of communication.
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The most expensive school in the world is the
institute “Le Rosey” in Switzerland. It cost
$87,000 in tuition fees. The school has 400
students enrolled with 150 teachers

Bill Gates & Melinda Gates made a website
that provide free textbooks for college students
100% legally.
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Students in South Korea are expected to stay
and help clean and tidy the classroom. When
lessons are over.

In Finland, teachers have a freedom of
deciding the best educational methods for
their students.
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Guatemalan Bottle School
Bangladesh is the only country where you can
see boat schools. There’s a big flooding problem
and such schools suggest a solution

In Iceland, Knitting is a part of the syllabus.
It does not really matter if you are a boy or a
girl, you have to know how to knit
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A School in the Philippines is entirely made up
of recycled pop bottles

Gaokao, a compulsory exam to be given by
every high school student in China, lasts for
about 9 hours across two days
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Education Briefs - International
Prisms of Reality, a San Francisco-based startup, has secured $4.25 million in a seed round to teach STEM
to children through virtual reality.
Prisms of Reality, a virtual reality-based
STEM education platform, has raised $4.25
million in a seed round led by Andreessen
Horowitz to expand its algebra and
geometry curriculum across the US.
Additional investors included WXR Fund,
Anorak Ventures, Avalanche VC, Nate
Mitchell, cofounder of Oculus, Andrew
Sutherland, founding father of Quizlet,
Hans Tung, managing director of GGV
Ventures, and Zahir Dossa, founding father

of Function of Beauty. Anurupa Ganguly's
Prisms of Reality authentically engages
students by immersing them in current and
exciting difficulties that naturally evoke math
intuition, sense-making, and problem-solving
with a purpose. It teaches students how to
connect 3D, 2D, and 1D representations of
basic Algebra and Geometry principles in
immersive tactile contexts for deep learning,
retention, and long-term standards-aligned
proficiency.

Singapore-based edtech firm Cialfo bags $40 million in a Series B round of funding:
Founded in 2017, Cialfo is an artificial
intelligence-powered system that puts
humans, software, and data together to
streamline college and career counselling
operations. Edtech firm Cialfo recently
announced that it has raised $40 million in a
Series B funding round. The latest financing
round was led by Square Peg and SEEK
Investments. The funding in Cialfo’s platform
emphasises the value of international higher
education. The new investment will be used
to expand Cialfo’s user base and improve its

product features for high school kids, their
families, counsellors, and universities. Direct
Apply, a tool that would allow students and
counsellors to apply, track, and transmit
documents to hundreds of programmes
around the world, is one of the company’s
product additions for 2022. In response to
comments from educators throughout the
world, the cash will also be used to improve
Cialfo’s 360 career exploration and college
application options.

FoondaMate, a South African company, has raised $2 million to expand its AI-powered learning chatbot
FoondaMate, a South African EdTech
startup, has acquired $2 million in an early
funding round headed by LocalGlobe, a UKbased venture capital firm, to expand its
Whatsapp and Facebook-based learning
chatbot globally.Other investors included
Emerge Education, Odunayo Eweniyi of
FirstCheckAfrica, Iyin Aboyeji of Future
Africa, and LoftyInc, as well as angel
investors Marcus Swanepoel of Luno and
Isaac Oates of Justworks.FoondaMate was
founded by Dacod Magagula and Tao Boyle

with the goal of making studying easier for
those without easy access to resources. It
uses WhatsApp and Facebook chatbots to
provide answers to students' study-related
concerns, as well as making past papers,
study notes, and other materials available
without the need for printing. Students can
use the site to aid their revision by receiving
fast answers to questions and access to
revision papers, as well as receiving guidance
on how to respond to questions.

Spain-based Erasmus Play Raises €200,000 For Less Stressful International Student Housing.
Erasmus Play, a student housing search
engine that helps students find houses across
Europe, received a €200,000 funding round
led by Didi Value Partners.In addition to
Daniel Giménez (co-founder of Trovit,
Niumba, and others), Gerard Olivé
(Wallapop, Glovo, Prontopiso, and others),
Marc Bigas (Skitude), Enrique Domnguez
(Trovit and Parkingdoor), and other Business
Angels, the round included Daniel Giménez
(co-founder of Trovit, Niumba, and others),
Gerard Olivé (Wallapop, Glovo, Prontopiso
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Toubkal Partners, a Spanish digital
investment fund, was also present in this
round. Erasmus Play is the first student
accommodation metasearch engine that
works hand in hand with institutions,
founded in 2020 by David Casanova Ronco
(CEO), Manuel Herrero Gajón (CTO), and
Smith Donkor (COO). Students can compare
thousands of lodgings (rooms, flats, homes,
and co-living) from a variety of online
accommodation platforms with a single click.
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UK-based edtech company FourthRev secured $8m in a Series A funding round:
Founded in 2019, to address global digital
skills gaps, FourthRev has launched a new
type of education called Career Accelerators.
FourthRev today announced the thriving
fulfillment of their $8 million Series A funding
round. The latest financing round was led by
Educapital.
“The
Fourth
Industrial
Revolution-driven digitalisation of the world
economy has been pushed tremendously by
the COVID-19 epidemic, with digital
transformation initiatives having been

considerably enhanced over the last two
years. Because of the fast digitisation of the
economy, 85 million jobs are expected to be
lost as new AI and automation technologies
develop, but 97 million jobs are expected to
be generated,” said Jack Hylands, Co-Founder
of FourthRev. The funds will be used to create
and promote more Career Accelerators
focused on important digital skills shortages,
such as cybersecurity, project planning, AI,
analytics, and user interface design.

Parallel Learning raises $20 million to expand special education assessment and tutoring services for
remote students.
Parallel Learning, a digital health platform
based in New York that offers a new way to
identify, treat, and empower students with
learning and cognitive challenges, has
received $20 million to expand its services
across the country.Tiger Global led the Series
A financing, which also included Obvious
Ventures, JAWS Ventures, and Vine Ventures.
Parallel raised $2.8 million in its seed round in
December last year, and the additional
funding comes just five months after the
company's official launch.Parallel is an all-in-

one digital platform founded by Diana
Heldfond in 2021 that provides thorough
psychological examinations and support
services for pupils with learning and thinking
disabilities. Psychological examinations, skillbased tutoring, executive function coaching,
behavioural therapy, and speech and
language therapy are all available through
the company's trained care providers.
Parallel services start in days rather than
months, cost a quarter of what traditional
providers charge, and cut the average case

Malaysian edtech startup GuruLab bags $1 Million in a Seed funding round:
Founded in 2021, GuruLab offers
personalised courses in addition to its
learning tools, beginning with live-streamed
English lessons. The organisation has already
hired a team of over ten educators with
master’s and doctoral degrees, as well as
teachers with years of expertise. GuruLab, a
platform that delivers learning analytics tools
to instructors, has received a seed round of
funding of $1 Million. The latest funding
round was led by Wright Partners. “Many
team members of our staff have returned

home after studying abroad to help
Malaysian learners since we have witnessed
directly the benefits of a good study,” said the
Co-Founder of GuruLab, Eer Kai Song.
GuruLab plans to utilise the new funds to
improve its analytics platform and expand its
capabilities within Malaysia’s school sector,
according to the company. It also intends to
increase its teaching and technology teams,
as well as branch out into new topics and
industries in the area.

Cairo-based edtech platform Orcas secured $2.1 Million in a Pre-Series A funding round:
Founded in 2019, Orcas offers live 1-on-1
tutoring sessions to K-12 students, both
online and in person. Orcas is the most
economical high-quality learning platform
that allows parents to support their children’s
education by offering flexible payment
options, reduced packages, and installment
programs. Orcas recently announced that it
has secured $2.1 million in its fresh funding
round. The latest funding round was coheaded by Access Bridge Ventures and CIRA’s
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NFX Ventures. “Today’s students have a
variety of needs that edtech companies must
meet. As a result, we’ve evolved into a
learning platform that provides a full range of
teacher-led and self-paced learning options.
We will be able to continue to develop our
technology offering, acquire the best staff,
and grow into additional MENAP geographies
with the money,” said CEO of Orcas, Hossam
Taher.
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Austrian EdTech Platform GoStudent Bags $300M in a Series D Funding Round:
GoStudent is a digital learning platform that
provides online instruction as well as paid
individual classes in all topics. The company
wants to help students attain their full
potential by using online instruction to
replace traditional tutoring. GoStudent, a
Vienna-based EdTech platform that connects
K-12 children (and their parents) with oneon-one video-based instructors in a range of
areas, has secured $340 million (300 million
euros) in a Series D round of investment
headed by new investor Prosus, an
Amsterdam-based consumer internet firm. In

terms of the funds raised, Felix Ohswald, CoFounder and CEO of GoStudent, said in a
statement: “Education has seen a whirlwind
of change, from remote classrooms to
heightened academic ambitions, and we
believe that the learning of students around
the world there is a huge opportunity to
change the way we live by expanding access
to quality education.” Following the covid-19
epidemic, which compelled students to learn
online and was later seen as a more efficient
way to acquire tutoring, GoStudent is seeing
a surge of interest in edtech.

Birmingham-based EdTech Platform, EdifyOnline secured $600k in Bridge Round:
EdifyOnline facilitates online courses,
minimises student dropouts, boosts student
enrolment in education institutions, reduces
educational costs, and provides students with
the most effective learning experiences
possible. The portal acts as a “one-stop-shop”
for matching talent demand with available
resources. EdifyOnline, a Birmingham-based
education technology firm that connects
communities with independent teaching
talent, has secured $600,000 in a bridging
deal. In terms of the funds raised, CEO of
EdifyOnline, Vik Agarwal, said, “The bridge

round was raised in less than a month from
when he first tested the waters for potential
investors.” EdifyOnline’s most recent
fundraise took place in 2020, following a
successful period during the pandemic when
more clients need virtual classes and lessons.
In 2017, the startup was awarded $50,000 in
the Alabama Launchpad competition.
Education institutions, communities, and
students, according to EdifyOnline, are all
equal partners in the noble cause of
education. Its sole purpose is to bring them
all together.

Chicago-based edtech platform Espark raises $25M to grow its student-centric learning program:
ESpark is a major developer of individualised
learning software that enables students to
enjoy studying and achieve academic and life
success. The platform offers engaging,
standards-based courses that help K-5 kids
excel at their own level in reading and
arithmetic. Recently Espark announced that it
has raised $25 Million in a funding round. The
latest funding round was led by Quad
Partners. In terms of the funds raised,
Founder and CEO of ESpark, David Vinca, said

in a statement, “The effects of the past
couple years have severely widened existing
learning gaps in schools across the nation.
This funding from Quad Partners will allow us
to invest in our product, grow our talented
team and to reach more students when they
need us most.” In 2012, Espark secured $5.7
million in a Series a fundraising round headed
by MK Capital, Learn Capital, and NewSchools
Venture Fund, with participation from 500
Start-ups.

Malaysian Ed-tech platform Pandai secured $2M in a Pre-Seed funding round:
Pandai is a learning software that focuses on
K-12 studying and assessment in order to aid
college students perform better in class.
Pandai allows students to study using
urriculum-aligned gamified quizzes and
receive personalized feedback using artificial
intelligence and machine learning algorithms,
allowing them to identify their strengths and
shortcomings. Pandai, a Kuala Lumpur-based
educational consulting firm, raised $2 million
in a pre-seed round headed by Global
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Founders Capital, Y Combinator and 500
Global. The start-up has just lately launched
modules that might permit dad and mom to
observe their youngster’s actions and let
lecturer’s faucet into the agency’s query
financial institution. In connection with the
firm, chief executive officer of pandai, khairul
anwar mohamad zaki, mentioned in an
announcement, “We still want to improve the
stickiness of our app and prolong the time
that users spend in the app.”
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Hatch Kids, a Metaverse and AR/VR Creation Platform for Kids, has been launched by Camp K12:
MagniLearn is an AI-centric language learning
platform founded in 2019 by Ari Rappoport
and Lana Tockus that gives students with
personalised courses based on their progress.
Through its tailored and individualised online
learning platform, the company partners with
schools all over the world to help them
enhance language learning productivity
quickly and efficiently. The platform offers
engaging, standards-based courses that help
K-5 kids excel at their own level in reading and

arithmetic. MagniLearn, an Israeli intelligent
language learning platform, has teamed up
with BELT English, a leading Korean education
firm, to integrate its AI learning platform
throughout
South
Korean
schools.
MagniLearn's intelligent language learning
technology will be available in Korean schools
starting this year as part of the partnership,
allowing them to provide personalised, datadriven online English learning.

Catalyst Romania Fund II invests €2 million in Romanian EdTech Platform Adservio
Catalyst Romania Fund II, one of the region's
most major venture capital funds, has
invested €2 million in Adservio, a Romanian
EdTech platform that helps K-12 schools be
more effective and deepen their connections
with families. According to a news release,
the investment would allow Adservio to
extend its business, expand to international
markets, increase its portfolio of clients and
partners, and create new features. Adservio
has been in the education technology sector
for almost 14 years. Today, the platform aids

over 1000 schools in their digital
transformation efforts by innovating
instructional and administration procedures
and providing a modern tool to assist
instructors and students. With over 750, 000
monthly active users, Adservio claims to be
Romania's most popular and complicated
educational website. The solution can be
used in any setting (face to face, online, or
hybrid), allowing educational institutions to
provide current tools for learning in any
setting, including face to face.

MENA-focused EdTech Manara raises $3 million to expand the region's tech talent pool:
Tomorrow's Training, a
remote-first
challenger college situated in Berlin, has
received €3.4 million in a round led by
Mediahuis Ventures. Various traders also
participated in the round, including European
Training Fund Emerge Training and angel
traders Verena Pausder, Celine Flores Willers,
and Kai Roemmelt. Tomorrow's Training, cofounded by serial entrepreneur Christian
Rebernik and Educational Dr. Thomas Funke
in 2020, has developed a mobile-first,
personalised
challenge-based
learning

system that allows people from all over the
world to earn a Master's degree in
Sustainability,
Entrepreneurship,
and
Technology. Tomorrow's Training is on a
mission to help students develop the skills
they'll need to build a more sustainable
future. The firm intends to use the new
funding to fuel the development of future
innovators and leaders, allowing people from
all over the world to have a lasting impact
while learning some of the most in-demand
skills for the twenty-first century.

Pearson acquires an online language learning platform with a global
reach- Mondly:
As part of its aim to establish a hybrid
learning platform, Zenius, a Jakarta-based EdTech business, has purchased Primagama,
one of Indonesia's largest offline tutoring
service providers. Primagama is a tutoring
organization that was founded in March 1982
with the goal of boosting academic
achievement in schools, national tests, and
success in entrance exams for state or
favorite universities and official schools.
Zenius, which was started in 2004 by Sabda
PS and Medy Suharta, is one of Indonesia's
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first online tutoring businesses. Before
becoming a fully online business. Zenius
offers a variety of services, the most popular
of which is its online tutoring service. Using
their infrastructure and capabilities, the two
organisations' collaboration will enable the
integration of online-to-offline learning
methods or blended learning. Alpha JWC
Ventures, Openspace Ventures, Northstar,
Kinesys, and BeeNext were among the
investors in Zenius's Pre-Series B investment
round in early 2021.
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